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Modulated electron radiotherapy (MERT) takes advantage of the low distal dose of electrons to reduce dose to healthy tissue. The dosimetric advantage of MERT is clear when compared against single-field electron irradiation where MERT demonstrates superior target homogeneity and sparing; however the dosimetric advantage is unclear when comparing MERT with photon intensity-modulated radiotherapy (IMRT) where MERT techniques struggle to match the IMRT target homogeneity but with less total energy delivered to healthy tissues. In an effort to improve dosimetric benefits of MERT, this study investigated an inverse planning technique for the creation of hybrid MERT-IMRT mixed beam radiotherapy (MBRT) plans. The optimization process decouples the photon and electron beamlets for combined modality optimization. The input to the optimization algorithm was a series of patient-specific 3D dose distributions for the corresponding electron and photon beamlets, while the output was a list of weights that satisfied the optimization constraints. A photon IMRT Eclipse (Varian, Palo Alto, CA) plan and a MERT plan were created for a patient-specific sarcoma irradiation. The MERT plan was competitive in its ability to reduce dose to organs at risk and total-body dose; however, the plan suffered from poorer target conformity compared with the IMRT plan. The MBRT plan was created by adding two photon fields, divided into beamlets, to the electron beamlets of the MERT plan for reoptimization. The MBRT plan improved MERT target coverage with only minimal cost to healthy tissue dose. The MBRT plan provided clear dosimetric advantages over the IMRT and MERT plan.